Insurance Industry

Improving customer communications
in the insurance industry
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Use Case Correspondence Management Solution

Before

The Issues

Company Profile
OLnSure has been operating in the insurance
industry sector for more than 15 years.
Following a review and an eye-opening
customer survey, the company has been
looking for ways to improve their business
processes.

An internal audit concluded that systems and
customer communications processes were not
optimised for success, in this highly-regulated and
competitive market.
Countless templates, used across multiple
departments, with virtually no compliance
control. Employees navigated multiple systems
to locate templates and often reverted to creating
their own communications.
Highly manual and error-prone, paper-based
processes. Decline in customer service productivity
and increased response times to customer inquiries.
Legacy systems were unfit for the creation or
personalisation of sophisticated documents.
Could not handle multi-channel delivery.
Systematic and inconsistent application
of branding and messaging, in business
correspondence.
Making changes to a template took up to 1
month, putting OLnSure at risk of not complying
with new regulations in a timely fashion.
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The Solution
OL® Connect

Now

After considering various options, OLnSure decided to
integrate the OL® Connect technology to their existing
systems and were able to:

Now OLnSure can create, modify, and fully
personalise correspondence using a controlled
editing experience.

√

How it works

√

√

Centralise and control
document templates
and brand standards.
Content and teamplates
from various departments
are now centrally created,
updated, and managed in
a single platform.

√

√

Equip existing systems
with multi-channel
capabilities. This allows
the creation and delivery
of correspondence in print,
mobile, or web formats.
Empower clerks to
generate customer
communications with
the proper branding,
language, and layout
every time.

√

Achieve higher
customer retention
rates with accurate,
timely, and personalised
communications, delivered
through preferred channels.
Reduce their reliance on
the IT department for
changes to documents
and templates. There’s
better responsiveness to
regulatory changes and
market requirements.

Centralised creation and
management of content

Create, edit, and
personalise customer
correspondence

Multi-channel
customer delivery

Explore new areas where
OL Connect technology
could benefit their
organisation.

For more information on how
OL Connect can enhance customer
communications processes click here:
connect.objectiflune.com/correspondence-management-solution
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